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Executive Summary

F.A.R. Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study



ABOUT THE AIRPORT

The Lincoln Airport is located in the northwest corner of
Lincoln, Nebraska, approximately five miles from the
central business district. To the south, the airport is bor-
dered by Interstate 80. Northeast portions of the airport
are bordered by a golf course and commercial uses while
northern portions of the airport are bounded by U.S.
Route 34 and agricultural uses. West of the airport is a
mixture of residential and industrial uses.

Operation of the airport is overseen by the Lincoln
Airport Authority which was created on February 16,
1959 under the authority of Article 5 of Chapter 3 of the
Revised Statutes of Nebraska. Five residents of the city
were appointed to the Authority by the Mayor and con-
firmed by the City Council on that date. Although, the
Authority board members were originally appointed,
today they are elected by the citizens of Lincoln. Day-to-
day operation of the airport is charged to an Executive
Airport Director who is hired by the board. 

WHAT IS A NOISE COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM?

A Noise Compatibility Program is intended to promote
aircraft noise control and land use compatibility. Three
things make such a study unique: (1) it is the only com-
prehensive approach to preventing and reducing airport
and community land use conflicts; (2) eligible items in
the approved program may be funded from a special

account in the Federal Airport Improvement Program; (3)
it is the only kind of airport study funded by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) primarily for the benefit
of airport neighbors.

The principal objectives of any Noise Compatibility
Program are to:

• Identify the current and projected aircraft noise
levels and their impact on the airport environs.

• Propose ways to reduce the impact of aircraft
noise through changes in aircraft operations or
airport facilities.

• In undeveloped areas where aircraft noise is
projected to remain, encourage future land uses
which are compatible with the noise, such as agri-
culture, commercial or industrial.

• In existing residential areas which are expected
to remain impacted by noise, determine ways of
reducing the adverse impacts of noise.

• Establish procedures for implementing, review-
ing, and updating the program.

PROGRAM PREPARATION

The Noise Compatibility Program for the Lincoln Airport
was developed through a consultative process which
included considerable technical analysis. The Airport
Authority hired the airport consulting firm of Coffman
Associates to provide technical expertise for the study. 

A Planning Advisory Committee was established at the
onset of the Part 150 Study to act as an informal adviso-
ry group to review and comment on the consultant’s
findings and recommendations. That committee included
representatives of the FAA, local government, airport
users, and local citizen’s groups.

Local residents were invited to several public information
workshops and a public hearing during the preparation of
the study. The Airport Authority formally accepted the
Noise Compatibility Program on September 25, 2003 and
authorized its submittal to the FAA for review and
approval.



THE NOISE COMPATIBILITY PROGRAM

The Noise Compatibility Program for the Lincoln Airport
includes three plan program elements: (1) a noise abate-
ment element involving aircraft operating procedures; (2)
a land use management element involving proposed
changes to various local regulatory tools; and (3) a pro-
gram management element to administer, monitor, and
update the program.

NOISE ABATEMENT ELEMENT

Many noise abatement alternatives were evaluated in the
study including changes in flight tracks, runway use, and
aircraft operating procedures. These were evaluated for
their effect on airspace, safety, cost, and potential for
noise reduction. The final plan includes five noise abate-
ment measures.

1. Continuation of the Airports existing engine main-
tenance run-up noise abatement procedures. The
airports current run-up policy, enacted in March 2002,
requires that aircraft maintenance activity which
occurs between the hours of 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
occur on the run-up pad located on Taxiway E between
Runway 18-36 and the west apron. Engine run-ups

conducted from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. are allowed on
the G.A. apron on the east side of the airport. (See
exhibit below.)

Should engine run-up activity become an issue in the
future, consideration could be given to moving all run-
ups to the west side run-up pad. Until that time, it
would be beneficial if maintenance operators would
continue to keep detailed logs recording pertinent
details of run-up activity. This will help in investigat-
ing complaints regarding engine maintenance run-ups
and analyzing the success of the current run-up policy.
Additional measures that could be undertaken to rein-
force the existing run-up policies include pavement
marking and signage which would communicate
appropriate aircraft run-up locations to aircraft mainte-
nance personnel.

2. Continuation of existing military aircraft training
procedures and publication of these procedures
within the Department of Defense’s flight informa-
tion publication AP/1, Area Planning - North and
South America, as well as the IFR Supplement.
Informal aircraft training procedures have been estab-
lished for local military aircraft as well as aircraft
from Offutt Air Force Base (AFB). It is recom-
mended that these procedures be continued.
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Additionally, the military utilizes the AP/1 and the IFR
Supplement for publishing approach and departure
procedures at various airports across the United States.
It would be beneficial if those procedures utilized by
Offutt AFB and Nebraska Air National Guard pilots
were published in these publications. This would allow
transient military pilots to minimize the impact of their
training on surrounding neighborhoods.

3. Encourage the use of Advisory Circular 91-53A,
Noise Abatement Departure Procedures for Large
Jets. The Airport Authority should encourage large jet
(greater than 75,000 pounds) operators to use the pro-
cedures outlined within Advisory Circular (AC)
91-53A. This AC provides for two standard thrust cut-
back procedures. One focuses on noise abatement near
the airport (the close-in procedure), while the other
abates noise further away from the airport (the distant
procedure). The intent of the AC is to provide guide-
lines for aircraft operators to establish safe and
effective procedures that are used at all airports across
the country.

4. Encourage use of NBAA Noise Abatement
Procedures. The Airport Authority should encourage
business jet operators to use the National Business
Aviation Association (NBAA) Approach and Landing
Procedure and Standard Noise Abatement Departure
Procedures, or equivalent quiet-flying procedures
developed by aircraft manufacturers. The NBAA stan-
dard departure procedure involves the management of
thrust, flap settings, speed, and climb rate to reduce
noise quickly after takeoff. 

The NBAA has also published noise abatement
approach procedures for jet aircraft. These include
using minimum approach flap settings, maintaining
minimum speed, and minimizing the use of reverse
thrust after landing, consistent with safety.

5. Encourage use of AOPA Noise Awareness Steps by
light single and twin-engine aircraft. The Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) encourages
quiet and neighborly flying by distributing generalized
noise abatement procedures for use by propeller air-
craft. These “Noise Awareness Steps” have
recommendations on how to fly the aircraft, as well as
where to fly. Most of the steps provide guidance on
pilot technique when maneuvering near noise-sensi-
tive areas. The steps also encourage cooperation with
the airport staff on noise abatement issues. 

LAND USE MANAGEMENT ELEMENT

The land use management element encourages compati-
ble development in noise affected areas of Lincoln and
Lancaster County. The following land use measures are
recommended in the Noise Compatibility Program.

1. Change the boundaries of the Airport Environs
Noise District to encompass developing areas which
receive military training overflight activity.
Consideration should be given to expanding the exist-
ing boundaries of the Airport Environs Noise District
to the west to capture the areas impacted by touch-and-
go activity west of the airport. 



2. Update the City/County Comprehensive Plan to
reflect the Airport Environs Noise District bound-
ary. Within the City of Lincoln and Lancaster
County’s comprehensive plan, reference is made to the
city’s Airport Environs Noise District and Airport
Zoning Regulations. Consideration should be given to
incorporating an exhibit depicting the boundaries of
the various districts into the plan. Many individuals
utilize comprehensive or general plans when consider-
ing the purchase of property. Incorporating an exhibit
depicting the areas impacted by airport operations into
the Comprehensive Plan would allow for further fair
disclosure of the impact of the airport on its environs.

3. Update the City/County Comprehensive Plan to
reflect the 2002 noise contours prepared as part of
this F.A.R. Part 150 Study. Within the City of
Lincoln and Lancaster County’s comprehensive plan,
consideration should be given to incorporating an
exhibit depicting the boundaries of the noise contours
prepared as part of this F.A.R Part 150 Study. The
2002 60, 65, 70, and 75 DNL noise contours would be
appropriate for adoption as they represent the largest
noise exposure contours.

4. Modify the existing Airport Environs Noise District
ordinance to reflect the 2002 noise contours and
incorporate the 60 DNL noise contour into the reg-
ulations. Based on the military training activity which
occurs at the airport, as well as the size and shape of
the new noise contours for the airport, consideration
should be given to modifying the regulations con-
tained within the Airport Environs Noise District.
These changes primarily relate to the district boundary
and the uses allowed within the various noise con-
tours. The boundaries are depicted on the exhibit
above.

The 65 DNL noise contour prepared as part of the
1980 Airport Noise Control and Land Use
Compatibility study (ANCLUC), is very similar in
shape to the 2002 60 DNL noise contour (the most
recently updated contours). During the preparation of
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